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FRONTS

GLASS OFFICE FRONTS

Philosophy
specs.klein-usa.com

MAXIMIZE INTERIORS
Create new spaces within.
Eliminate boundaries. And bring light and
architecture together in the most ingenious
ways.

Art,
technology
& functionality

This is what KLEIN frameless sliding glass door/
wall systems let you do in your commercial environments achieving both aesthetic and environmental goals.
Your design will finally move with elegance
and precision.
Interior Space is not infinite. KLEIN systems just
make it seem so. Abundant glass will allow visibility, connectivity, and natural daylight to permeate offices and conference rooms. With nothing to
distract the eye, KLEIN is a clear choice for the
imaginative design you have in mind.

THE PERFECT COMBINATION TO ACHIEVE
UNIQUE RESULTS.
Natural light is indispensable for both the psychological health
and visual comfort of the occupants of an interior space. It also
has the ability to make an interior space seem bigger, stretching
out from its physical dimensions and proportions.
Frameless glass partitions, in both sliding and fixed versions,
boost the diffusion of light in interior spaces. KLEIN, can offer all
these applications and special systems such as KLEIN Soft Closing,
telescopic, or corner synchronized glass doors to enhance your
working environment.

USA

Our workspace has got to be innovative as well as embraced by
welcoming more natural light!
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This brochure has been created to show you all the options available for sliding glass doors in offices or conference rooms whether
you require small, medium or large project applications.
Consider Klein systems for your next design experience.

www.klein-usa.com
The excellence that comes from manufacturing an innovative system in line with TÜV quality standards.
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Orchestrate
your design with
elegance
The interconnectivity provides the kind of interaction
the office team needs to manage the human accessibility
creating an ease of movement and workflow in the
spaces. This sense of flow between spaces allows further
natural light and visual transparency.
Furthermore, with LIGNEA you can combine fixed glass
panels with elegant wooden sliding doors and create
completely enclosed glass spaces and 90° glass joints.
Integrating the sliding door and fixed side light glass
panels within the same track enhances aesthetic, acoustic feature and ease of installation.This design approach
gives you flexibility in how you wish to place your panels
whether the sliding door is on the side or in the middle
of the opening. The top track is either exposed to reinforce the horizontal movement of the planes or recessed
for higher integration of the environment. The use of 90º
glass panel return between offices avoids breaking the
rhythm of the glass panels and the loss of transparency.

LIGNEA

ROLLGLASS+
KLEIN soft closing (KSC) available with ROLLGLASS+ and LIGNEA
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The use of glass allows a clean, crisp, and contemporary
visual that also offers transparency, views, and plenty
of natural light. This not only provides the feeling of
openness, but also minimizes the need for conventional
lighting, resulting in significant energy savings.
Consider this design approach when trying to create not
only a special design to your office or conference area, but
when you desire to have wider access to these environments reaching a clear opening up to 16’-8”. These bi-parting systems are available in traditional manual operation as
well as “matic” which synchronizes (opens/closes) all doors
while moving only one door.

Meet the
challenge
of space
partitioning
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ROLMATIC

EXTENDO
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Maximize
interiors
Extensive intra and inter-departmental visual
communication allows reducing psychological barriers
between the different levels of function and assignment
into the company. Large open work space allows the
ability of the glass walls to extend natural daylight
deep into the interior of the space contributing to
energy efficiency.
The telescopic door system is truly unique and applicable to any space, especially when you wish to have an
opening that can extend up to 8’-4”, clear! This system
too utilizes Klein’s proven synchronized movement between two telescoping glass panels. It is only necessary
to move the lead door to include the trailing door as
well. Whether you wish to mount in front of your typical
drywall or introduce a glass fixed panel as a storage location for the sliders, when open, this system is the most
suitable option for your design!

EXTENDO

EXTENDO
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Create new
spaces within
Creation of elegant private space within the
environment can easily be combined with the
openness of the workplace. With non conventional
door enclosures and floor to ceiling glass panels, the
imagination not only comes to reality but reveals new
ways of entering working areas.
Corner door applications are a great way to create new
entrances within the office. Whether you integrate them
into a glass cube or apply them on a dry wall, the bi parting or telescopic systems will make your application truly
unique. The result of the large corner clear opening will
inspire your clients whenever they access the conference
rooms or your office.

PANORAMIC

EXTENDO CORNER

LIGNEA

KLEIN soft closing (KSC) available with LIGNEA
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GLASS OFFICE FRONTS

Abundant glass allows visibility, connectivity, and natural
daylight to permeate the spaces and to grant both staff
and visitors a strong connection by providing plenty of
light and openness within the facility. The office fronts
play a significant role as dividers, but also disappear in
the space.
Transom mounting your sliding door allows you to not
only save space, but design more glass into your office
front. No need to only consider an opening equal to
the height of the door when you can mount the slider
anywhere above the opening to experience more light
value. The single, bi parting and soft closing application
allows several options to choose from for your most
creative design.

Eliminate
boundaries
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UNIKMATIC AIR

UNIKGLASS+ AIR

KLEIN soft closing (KSC) available with UNIKGLASS+
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Create symple
yet sophisticated
applications
A clean, simple and modern door design not only
enhances human interaction but also provides privacy
when needed. The willingness of achieving high end
look office enclosures is only one step away.
If you are looking for a single sliding glass door, this is
your choice. Whether you wish to wall, ceiling, soffit or
even pocket this is the system for you. This single door
design can be adapted to your existing door opening or
adapted to your storefront post and beam system. Keep
up with the times, the sliding door is a sensation worth
experiencing!

POCKET GLASS

UNIKSELF

UNIKGLASS+

KLEIN soft closing (KSC) available with UNIKGLASS+
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Application table
BI PARTING
DOORS

SINGLE
DOORS

FIXED AND
SLIDING DOORS

CORNER
DOORS

TELESCOPIC
DOORS

ROLMATIC

UNIKGLASS+

ROLLGLASS+

UNIKMATIC CORNER

UNIKMATIC

POCKET GLASS+

LIGNEA

ROLMATIC CORNER

UNIKSELF

PANORAMIC

EXTENDO
4 DOORS WITH
GLASS SIDELITES

EXTENDO
2 DOORS WITH
GLASS SIDELITE

EXTENDO
2 DOORS
WITH WALL

EXTENDO CORNER

UNIKGLASS+ AIR

UNIKMATIC AIR

Simultaneous Opening
(Synchro Technology)

Customize all possible configurations on specs.klein-usa.com

Klein Soft Closing
(KSC)

KLEIN soft closing (KSC) avaiable with Rollglass+, Lignea, Unikglass+ and Unikglass+ AIR
Other brake options: Self Closing and KLEIN Brake System (KBS)
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KLEIN USA, Inc.®
1 Madison Street
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

Phone: 973 246 8181
Fax: 973 246 8362
info@klein-usa.com
www.klein-usa.com

Follow us on social media
Síguenos en redes

The photos, pictures, contents and products described in this catalogue are for information and guidance purposes only and therefore shall not give rise to any rights or expectations nor constitute a binding sales offer as they are protected by
intellectual and industrial property rights in favour of KLEIN IBERICA, S.A.® / Las fotografías, imágenes, contenidos y productos descritos en el presente catalogo tienen carácter exclusivamente ilustrativo y orientativo por lo que no originarán
derechos ni expectativas de derechos, ni constituyen una oferta comercial vinculante, resultando protegidos por derechos de propiedad intelectual e industrial a favor de KLEIN IBERICA, S.A.®

